Directions to Acacia Animal Care
Off Old College Rd
1. Turn into Allen St at the liquor shop and go north (This is a right hand turn coming from the
Warrego highway. If coming out of Gatton over the railway line this will be a left hand turn).
Be wary, The GPS send people back to Helidon at this point.
2. Follow Allen St out under the freeway, over the Lockyer creek and past the soccer ground.
3. At the five ways it turns into Adare Rd. This point is marked by a meeting of Five roads, and
has a give way sign pointing in all directions. This is the place where one wishes to take a
careful look. (This is 2-3 km from Gatton)
4. Go Straight ahead ( Common mistakes due to GPS: If you turn left into Fords rd you will pass
the Gatton recycling tip on your left
5. If you turn right you will pass Pohlman’s nursery on your left)
You do not wish to see either of these places.
6. Once you enter Adare Rd you travel approx. half a km to the entrance to Ranger Rd which is
on your left
7. You follow this around going straight ahead onto the dirt. 305 is the last place on the left
before the road turns into a scrub track, there is a large sign on the gate saying Acacia
Animal Care.

Off the Gatton Esk Rd
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

Turn left going north off the Warrego highway at the biog sign saying Pohlman’s nursery. Follow this
rd to the left at the T junction until you pass Pohlmans and once to a 5 ways where 5 rds meet with
many give way signs.
This is the place where one wishes to take a careful look.
Turn right into Adare Rd.( Common mistakes due to GPS: If you go straight ahead you will enter Ford’s
Rd and pass the Gatton recycling tip on your left.
If you turn left you will come to the Gatton soccer club on your right, and go under the freeway)
You do not wish to see either of these places.
Once you enter Adare Rd you travel approx half a km to the entrance to Ranger Rd which is on your
left
You follow this around going straight ahead onto the dirt. 305 is the last place on the left before the
road turns into a scrub track, there is a large sign on the gate saying Acacia Animal Care.

